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ABSTRACT
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set of algebraic supercurvature constraints defining the self-dual superconnection.
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1 Introduction

1.1 It is widely believed that massless fields of spin greater than two cannot be con-

sistently coupled to lower spin fields. This belief is based on the paucity of appropriate

conserved charges. In the case of the free Maxwell equations for a set of spin one fields,

= 0,a = l...rc, conceivable interactions are introduced via source currents,

Consistency then requires the conservation of these currents,

dv3l = 0 , (2)

since d>idi'F°v — 0 in virtue of the antisymmetry of F*v. These conservation laws

are related to the gauge invariance of the Maxwell equations [1]. Further analysis

shows that for massless vector fields the only consistent equations for interacting spin-

one fields without higher derivatives are the Yang-Mills equations [2]. Similarly, for

a massless symmetric tensor field [3], the only classically consistent theory [4] is the

Einstein theory of gravity, with a conserved stress tensor as the source of interactions.

Consistent coupling of massless spin 2 fields with spin § fields yields the supergravity

equations, with conserved spin-vector currents as sources of gravitino fields. There are

not many examples of classically consistent relativistic equations for interacting massless

fields of spin greater than two. Consistent light-cone frame interacting theories of higher

spin fields with arbitrarily extended supersymmetry do however exist [5]. Furthermore,

consistent systems of infinitely many fields of every (half-) interger spin are known from

string theories and otherwise (e.g. [6]).

We shall show in the present paper that the possibilities for coupling higher spin fields

to lower spin ones are dramatically changed in spaces of signature (4,0) or (2,2) (or in

complex space) provided that the gauge field is taken to be self-dual. In the theory of

interactions amongst higher spin fields, this is a hitherto unexplored possibility, which

yields the unexpected result that the higher spin fields satisfy classically consistent inter-

acting forms of the first-order zero rest-mass Dirac-Fierz equations [7, 8]. The absence

of conjugation between dotted and undotted spinor indices in these spaces weakens the

compatibility conditions, which in Minkowski space turn out to be forbiddingly strong

[8, 3].

1.2 In two-spinor language, with dotted and undotted indices raised and lowered

by the skew-symmetric symplectic invariants eO0, e^ , co/3, t**'3, Maxwell's equations take

the form

* ^drfU = Vap , (3)



where the symmetric tensor f6p describes the helicity +1 component and its Minkowski

space conjugate /Q(s the helicity —1 component of the Maxwell field. The Bianchi

identity d[^Fvl)-[ = 0 however takes the form

fo fafi = 0, (4)

so the complete Maxwell equations may be compactly written in either the form

or the conjugate form

<f&h& = Jet , (6)

provided the current is real. Generalising (5), a massless field of helicity s may be

described by a symmetric rank n = 2s spinor <Pc*\~an satisfying

9anV&i~An = jad,...<»„_, • (7)

Now differentiating (7) and using the identity dadld% = \c6/3d?di, we see that antisym-

metry of e and symmetry of tp in the dotted indices requires for consistency, that the

current on the right is divergence free, viz.

da^jaal..^.l=0. (8)

This generalises the argument for current conservation (2) in the Maxwell case above.

In fact the investigation of source-free versions of (7), the 'zero rest-mass' equations of

Dirac and Fierz,

dfap.J = 0 . (9)

has a long history (see e.g. [7, 8, 9]). In particular, Fierz [8] discussed the problems of

consistently coupling such fields to an external electromagnetic field. He noticed that

the minimal substitution of daa in (9) by the gauge covariant derivative Vaa = daa + Aaa

requires the satisfaction of f&^ = 0 for consistency. This allows only a pure gauge spin 1

coupling in Minkowski space, where fields with dotted and undotted indices are related

by complex conjugation, and eq. (7) is equivalent to the conjugate equation for the

helicity +s field,

However, in spaces of signature (4,0) or (2,2) the conjugation between dotted and un-

dotted spinors is lifted, opening new horizons. Eqs. (7) and (10) can then be considered

independently. In particular, there is then actually no problem in consistently coupling

an external self-dual gauge field to such spinors, for the requirement f&p = 0 is precisely



the self-duality equation. Now, if a non-zero current J is present on the right-hand side

of (9), consistency of such a minimal coupling, i.e. of the first-order equation

further requires the covariant constancy of this current,

V ^ M = 0. (12)

Remarkably, such conserved currents are provided by the higher-N supersymmetric

couplings of self-dual Yang-Mills fields.

1.3 It is noteworthy that higher-spin fields satisfying the interacting Dirac-Fierz

equations (11) are precisely the ones which are needed in order to supersymmetrise the

self-dual Yang-Mills equations beyond the traditionally 'maximal' N = 4 extension.

Consistent lower-spin equations of motion recursively give rise to consistent higher-spin

equations of motion, so that the self-duality equations may be extended to systems of

equations invariant under the N-extended super-Poincare algebra for any choice of N.

The self-dual vector supermultiplet may therefore be made as large as one desires, to

contain a spectrum of fields up to any given spin ^y^. Classical consistency of the

equations of motion does not set any limit on the extension N. This is unlike the situa-

tion for the full non-self-dual Yang-Mills equations which have N = 4 as the 'maximal'

extension [10]. We have already announced the existence of these higher-N supersym-

metric systems in [11], where we explicitly displayed the equations of motion for the

first two unconventional extensions, N = 5 and N = 6 . The purpose of this paper is

to provide the complete proof of the consistency of these super self-duality equations

for arbitrarily large N in a manifestly supersymmetric superspace setting. These super

self-dual systems are manifestly covariant four dimensional globally supersymmetric re-

alisations of N > 4 super-Poincare algebras. They also provide classically consistent

manifestly covariant equations of motion for interacting massless fields of spin greater

than two, which are moreover possibly the only consistently coupled generalisations of

the zero-rest mass Dirac-Fierz equations (9).

Up to and including N = 3 the super self-dual Yang-Mills systems [12] are reductions

of the corresponding full non-self-dual super Yang-Mills equations. The former are

constrained versions of the latter, with spectra consisting of precisely half the fields.

For N = 3 , for instance, the spectrum of the full super Yang-Mills theory consists of

the following two irreducible representations of the super-Poincare algebra

{fap, Aia, Wij, Xa} and {f^, \l
6,

where the fap (resp. f&^) are the (anti-) self-dual parts of the Yang-Mills field-strength



the A's and x's are spin one-half fields, and the W's are scalar fields; all fields taking val-

ues in the Lie algebra of the gauge group. In Minkowski space these two supermultiplets

are conjugate to each other, but in spaces of signature (4,0) or (2,2), or complexified

space, they are independent; and the super self-duality restriction is precisely the con-

dition that the anti-self-dual right-hand multiplet above is zero. Constraining the full

super Yang-Mills equations in this fashion yields the super self-duality equations. Thus

the equations of motion for the full N=3 theory [13]

at wk] + [Xa, w
{)

reduce to the N = 3 super self-duality equations, which we write in N-independent

fashion using Xijka = ^ijkXi and W{j = tiikW
k,

= 0

= ° (13)
= [X[ia,W}k]]

 V }

^ = {Af,A i a}.

The first equation is identically satisfied in virtue of the Bianchi identity and the con-

dition /6/j = 0 which is just the usual (N=0) first order self-duality equation for the

vector potential, FMI/ = \(.llup<rF'>o'. For N = 4 , however, there is no similar correspon-

dence between the standard maximally supersymmetric super Yang-Mills equations [10]

and the N — 4 supersymmetrisation of the self-duality condition f&^ = 0 [14]. Being

irreducible, the standard N = 4 Yang-Mills multiplet

{/a/?? Xia, Wij, Xa) faffi

does not admit the the self-duality constraint of the above type. In this case the so-called

reality constraint for the scalar superfield Wij = jCyjwW , which imposes Minkowski

space self-conjugacy of the N = 4 multiplet, needs to be lifted. Thus having doubled

the representation, the self-duality constraint W = 0 may now be imposed instead of

the reality constraint in order to reduce the multiplet to the irreducible self-dual one

[14]. Therefore, not only are the N = 4 super self-duality equations not restrictions

of the full non-self-dual equations, but the spectrum of the former is in no sense a



restriction of the latter and for N > 4 there do not even exist non-self-dual equations

corresponding to the N > 4 extended super self-duality equations which we present in

this paper. For the N = 4 case, the above N — 3 equations remain unchanged and

are merely enhanced by an equation of the form

= Jijklay , (14)

for the additional spin 1 field gijkiai, where the current on the right satisfies (12) in

virtue of the lower spin equations (13). This pattern actually repeats itself for higher

spin fields, yielding first-order equations of the form

%ri»+i...iiai...an
 = Jin+3...iia6n...an-i i (15)

for arbitrary n > 2 up to n = N — 2, essentially because the (N — l)-extended sys-

tem, which contains fields of spin up to ^ y ^ , nestles within the ^/-extended system

completely intact, and provides a conserved source current for a new spin ^ ~2' field.

The N > 4 systems may therefore be seen to be further consequences of the matreoshka

phenomenon [12] of super self-dual systems; and the self-dual matreoshka can even be

taken to have infinitely many layers.

The spectra of the N-extended super self-dual systems consist of the Yang-Mills vector

potential Aa& having self-dual field-strength /a/g, a (| ,0) spinor A,a, and spin \ fields

{̂ »B+a...«i<»»-6i.j 0 < n < (N — 2)} transforming according the totally symmetric (0, | )

representations of the rotation group and according to skew-symmetric representations

of the internal SL(N) automorphism group of the N-extended supersymmetry algebra.

The N = 6 theory, for instance, has the following spectrum transforming according to

an irreducible representation of the N = 6 super-Poincare algebra

Aap Xia Wij Xijka 9tJki60 Vijktmafa ^ijklmnafiyt

where t, j = 1,..., N are internal sl(N) indices which we always write as subscripts, so

for instance, the spin 2 field C^Mmn6^t above is an s/(6) singlet and the spin | field

^ijkima&yls a n sKfy vector, and these may be more conveniently denoted if N = 6 thus:

<?4*J = ¥iklmnCHkimn«M , * S * = ¥jklmn*i,kimc,i»- However, our notation has

the advantage of being ^-independent. All these fields take values in the Lie algebra

of the gauge group and are linear in the Yang-Mills coupling constant, which we absorb

into the definition of these fields. There is no other coupling constant. This means that

unlike conventional field theories, where bosonic fields have dimension —1 and fermionic

ones dimension — | , the fields in these self-dual Yang-Mills multiplets have dimensions

which decrease with spin. So although the fields AQ/g, A,o, W^, Xijka have conventional

dimensionalities, the further fields^jn+2...,1<i1...<in of spin | have dimension —^—^. This,



together with the fact that there is no coupling constant apart from the (dimensionless)

Yang-Mills one, renders it impossible to write dimensionless action functionals for the

N > 4 theories. The vector potential transforms in the usual inhomogeneous fashion,

whereas all other fields transform covariantly under gauge transformations,

SXia = [T(X), Xia] ,
(16)

These are the only gauge-transformations of these fields; there are no higher-spin

gauge-invariances. The latter not being required since all the fields apart from the vec-

tor potential transform according to irreducible representations of the rotation group

and therefore have no redundant degrees of freedom. We recall that inhomogeneous

gauge transformation of a field can be understood as the condition for the field to

describe a degree of freedom of unique spin [4]. It is in fact precisely these features

of having only one coupling constant and one type of gauge invariance which render

traditional theorems forbidding higher-spin couplings inapplicable to our systems.

The arbitrary N supersymmetry transformations take the form

SWj

if*

(17)

i '/ \rtn +3.. . i iai. . .an + 1 T tQn+1(Qt>— ,n+3...i,Ql...On_ l)J 1

where Hln+3...,,(i)...(in_1 is a functional of fields of spin less than | .

1.4 The N = 4 self-dual theory was considered by Siegel [14]. The appearance of

the additional spin 1 field ̂ ,jW(ijg, which for N = 4 is equal to tijkigc,p, is particularly

noteworthy. This possibilty of nontrivially coupling two mutually independent spin 1

fields is a peculiarity of self-dual theories. There is in fact no analogue in standard

(non-self-dual ) gauge theories, for which the conserved vector current which acts as

a source for the Yang-Mills field, provides all consistent spin 1 couplings (including

self-couplings) [2]. In Minkowski space the two helicities of the gauge field are complex



conjugates of each other. However, for self-dual theories (in spaces of signature (4,0)

or (2,2)), the Yang-Mills current acts as a source for only the self-dual (1,0) half of the

gauge field. This leaves room for a vector current which acts a source for a (0,1) field;

and the N = 4 theory opens the way for such an additional spin-one field. The source

vector current (14) for this new spin-one field is actually the Noether current

V^Wlu|] (18)

corresponding to global gauge invariance of the action functional for the N = 4 theory

[14]

x Tr c«" (f*'giiU6$ + X ^ V ^ + W{i]DWk(] - W{lJ{K,*«].}) • (19)

Repeated supersymmctry transformations of this spin-one current yield source currents

for succcsively higher-spin fields, which make up successively higher-iV supermultiplets.

The action (19) is a component version of the light-cone chiral superspace action [14]

based on the Lagrangian due to [15]

L = l-v-uv- - l-v-[da+v-,d:v-},

which is an N-independent Lagrangian for the arbitrarily extended super self-duality

equations (see also [16]). An alternative harmonic superspace action has been presented

in [17].

The existence of the invariant action functional (19) for the N = 4 theory also gives

rise to a conserved gauge-invariant stress tensor for this theory, yielding a possible

source term for Einstein's equations. This is a conserved tensor for all N > 4 theories,

which therefore allow a non-trivial coupling to gravity, whereas for N < 3 the only

possible gravitational source term is the standard Yang-Mills stress tensor

which vanishes identically for self-dual theories.

1.5 Conventionally, manifestly supersymmetric forms of extended supersymmetric

systems take the form of superspace supercurvature constraints. In fact, the standard

natural set of supercurvature constraints describes our arbitrarily-extended systems as

well.

In AT-extended superspace with coordinates {xa&, did, i?f}, where {di6, t?f; i = 1, . . . N}

are odd coordinates and xa6 are standard coordinates on M4, on which the component

fields above depend. A self-dual superconnection is subject to the following constraints

8



(e.g. [18])

{Vj,,V£} = 0 (20a)

[Vj,,?^] = 0 (20b)

{VJ,,V^} = 2^Vo/j (20c)

{Vi(4,V>/S)} = 0 (20d)

[Vita.V^] = 0 (20e)

[Vo(AfV^,] = 0 (20f)

The first three conditions allow the choice of a chiral basis in which the covariant

derivatives take the form

where (Vj«i, V^Q) are covariant derivatives in the chiral subspace independent of the df

coordinates. In this basis the single constraint (20d), equivalently written in the form

encapsulates the content of all the other constraints and the odd component of the

superconnection

Aa(x, 3, d) = Au,{x, d) + 2tf?Aa6{x, d) ,

describes the entire self-dual supermultiplet in the form of the curvature component

fij, which has a quadratic t?-expansion in terms of chiral superfields of the form

fax,I tf) = fi:(x, d) + 2^<pjla(x, d) + 4t?°t?f/^(x, d) . (21)

As we shall see, the ^-expansion of fij yields all the higher spin fields Xijka,9i

1.6 The plan of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we shall show that the self-dual

supercurvature constraints in chiral superspace yield a spectrum of chiral superfields

having the leading component fields described above, as well as their dynamical equa-

tions. This formulation of super self-duality in chiral superspace is the starting point for

the establishment of the supertwistor correspondence for these systems. We have pre-

viously described [12, 19] a harmonic space formulation of this correspondence, which,

being N-independent, holds in the arbitrary Af case too. This supertwistor corre-

spondence yields a complete characterisation of the solution space only if the relation



between the Yang-Mills superconnection satisfying the supercurvature constraints and

the set of component fields satisfying the component super self-duality equations is

one-to-one. Machinery for establishing such equivalences was developed in [13], where

the conventional N = 3 superconnection constraints were proven to be completely

equivalent to the full super Yang-Mills equations of motion. The method was later

applied to the ten dimensional case too [20]. This method, which we apply to the su-

per self-duality conditions in sections 3 and 4, also yields a very effective mechanism

for extracting component information from superfield data. The new N = 4 stress

tensor is actually a member of a supermultiplet of conserved tensors. In fact N > 4

generalisations of these conserved tensors also exist and are presented in section 5.

2 Self-duality constraints for the superconnection
and the superfield equations of motion

The /V-extended super self-duality equations in four dimensional space are most eco-

nomically written in Af-extended chiral superspace, M4^2N, with coordinates {zoa,t?'0r},

where {i?'°; i = 1,.. . N} are odd coordinates and xaa are standard coordinates on which

the component fields on M* depend. For generality, we shall work in the complexified

setting. Reality conditions appropriate to a (4,0) or (2,2) signature may always be

imposed. We shall take the extension N to be arbitrary. Gauge-covariant derivatives

in chiral superspace M*^2N take the form

ViA = dia + Aa,

Voii = daa + Aaa ,

where the partial derivatives du, = ~g§iai da& = gj^r provide a holonomic basis for

A4*\2N; chiral superspace being torsion-free. The components of the superconnection

(An, Aaa) take values in the Lie algebra of the gauge group, their transformations being

parametrised by Lie algebra-valued sections on MA^2N (c.f. (16)):

SAi& = -diar(xj) - [Aidl,T(xJ)\ (22a)

SAQ0 = -d^r(xJ)-[Aa^r(xJ)). (22b)

On M*\2N, the super self-duality conditions take the form of the following supercurva-

ture constraints

{ V l ( i , V ^ } = 0 (23a)

[V^ ,V^ } ] = 0 (23b)

lVo(a,V^)] = 0 , (23C)

10



or equivalently

{Vw.V^} = c^fij (24a)

[V,i,V/3/j] = ctffo (24b)

(24C)

where fa = fij{x,d) is skew-symmetric and /o/j = fa0{x,d) is symmetric and has the

corresponding M* Yang-Mills field-strength fap{x) as its leading component in a d-

expansion. Henceforth all fields are superfields depending on both xaa and dia and we

distinguish superfields from their leading components in a ^-expansion (i.e. ordinary

fields on M*) by placing a circle over the latter. We shall henceforth thus write all

fields of section 1.3, which are leading components of corresponding superfields; and we

shall denote the latter by the same letter as the former. Thus A;a, for instance, will be
0 _

used to denote the superfield containing Aia as its ^-independent part.

The superfield curvatures (24) are not independent; they are related by super-Jacobi

identities. Firstly, the dimension —3 Jacobi identity implies, in virtue of the constraint

(23c), the Yang-Mills equation

V%f*(, = 0. (25)

for the superfield fap. Next, in virtue of the constraints (23b) and (23c), the dimension

—2| Jacobi identity yields the relationship

Vi&fop = \V{*&fw- (26)

Multiplying both sides by ea0 yields a dynamical equation for the dimension — | curva-

ture, which allows its identification with a spinor superfield

"ia : = Jia i

having equation of motion

V^A.c = 0 . (27)

Now the dimension —2 Jacobi identity says that

Vaafij = VWAjo . (28)

Defining a scalar superfield

W» ••= \f* - (29)

where the rescaling merely serves to bring our notation into correspondence with that

in the literature, we obtain the equation of motion

- j W . A i . } , (30)

11



where the covariant d'Alembertian is defined by • = ^ V ^ V ^ . The curvature con-

straints (23), combined with the definitions (24), may therefore also be written

(31)

Now the dimension — | Jacobi identity tells us that the spinorial derivative of the

scalar superfield, V.aWjt, is a superfield, totally skew-symmetric in ijk:

VioWjk = xnko • (32)

Acting on both sides by V^ yields

,W0fc] + §V iaVjA te using (24b) and (28).

Now the second term on the right is equal to

j i * using (28),

= 2[Xka,W,j] - 2[Aio, Wik] - V°Xijk* using (31),(32).

We therefore have the equation of motion for the superfield 2Zijka,

V*Xo-** = [V.Wtol- (33)

Action of the covariant derivative V*-J yields the wave equation

Va*W i fel], (34)

since V^V^1 = — ̂ |D in virtue of the curvature constraint (23c). Now using (32) we

have

WaXjufi = Via(VU/,Wtfl) = *6fi[Wib, Wkl]) - V^XH],C, • (35)

So

4VidX>«4 = -V^Xfcflia + Vi*XjUfi + 2co/j[Wiy, Wiuj] . (36)

Symmetrising in a, /? yields the definition of a rank-4 spin-one superfield flrjjfc/(i/g,

*9iju&p- (37)
2A11 our (skew-)symmetrisations are with weight one. For instance,

[iQ, W}k]] = [Aia, Wik] + [Xjon Wki) + [Xka, Wa\.

12



Eq. (35) also imples that

and tracing over the spinor indices yields

This implies that ^fjXus\p = 0> identically, and we therefore have the superspace rela-

tionship between g^^p and lower-spin fields,

= 9ijki«0 + ̂ -Hki , where Eijk, = [Wi{j, WMJ]

Now, the action of V<f on both sides and use of (28) and (31)-(33) yields

Wkt]] -

[VoAWjy, Wfcfl] " [^.[j, VoAW^,]]

]] .

So the equation of motion for the spin-one superfield g^^ follows;

Vi9iiu6fi = Jw™ ' (39)

where the current

Jijklca = {Apa, Xj*Jl&} - [WW, VaoWfcq]. (40)

is covariantly conserved,

V a % W a ^ = 0 . (41)

Proof. In virtue of (27),

* V V^Wui) - 2[W[ij,aWkl]]

The second term is identically zero and using the equations of motion (30) and (33) we

see that the rest of the right-hand side also vanishes in virtue of the Jacobi identities.

•
Now, action of the covariant derivative V° on (39) yields

ijkla$ = ^"Jijktaa = 2 ^ ^ ° ^ijk + ^ ' ^ =

using (41). We therefore obtain the wave equation

i + \[^W[I}, V^Wn]. (42)

13



Remarkably, the equations of motion obtained hitherto for the partial supermultiplet

{Aap, AJa, Wij, Xijk6,y9ijU60} a r e Euler-Lagrange equations for the simultaneous vari-

ation of the f ] superfield functional

% « * * + xfe* v - A 0 + W[i}OWkl] - Wfo-{AJ, AOa}) , (43)

whose leading (^-independent) terms yield, for N = 4 , the action functional 5 =

/ M « % H l i . e . (19).

Consider now,

which defines a spin | superfield tlfiiUm&pJf. Now from (37) and using (32), (38),

So on add ing pa r t s s y m m e t r i c and skew-symmet r i c in i,j we ob ta in

V?0iWm/*v = 2[Wib-, xHm ,p] - [Wi,-*, x / m ,^] , (45)

yielding, from (44), the relation between ${jkimafa an<^ lower-spin fields,

l ^ U ' Xklm}y)] ~ g t ^ f c ' Xlm]iy)}) • (46)

The spin | equation of motion follows in virtue of lower-spin equations on application

of V j to both sides, namely,

" Q ^ijklmafiy = ^ijklmaoff ' (47)

with

2 1
Jijklmo,a0 = \ho^9jklm]ap\ + 3 [V o (aW [ 0 , Xklm]p)) ~ 3 [W[i>> V°(°X-Wm]/?)]» (48)

a covariantly conserved current satisfying

Va%klmaae = 0 (49)

in virtue of lower spin equations of motion. Similarly,

^ ^ Cijklmnafal + €<i(̂ '=1ijJb/mn-yi)

14



where the spin 2 superfield is defined by

and

ZijUmnfr = 14^t^jklmna0y = T2^?(^J^gktmnp-y)) from (44),

= \\Xi\jkili XlmnYt] + \Wi\j, gUmnfa\ + glW[jfc, 9tmn]m]

using (45). Covariant differentiation of both sides of (50) yields the spin 2 dynamical

equation
^a ^ijklmnah'i = ^ijktmnah ' (53)

with the covariantly conserved current

]

By iteration of this procedure, superfields &„...;,A,,̂ ,*,...<»„_, of «/(^) rank n of spin

s = (n~2) may be produced for higher spins. The super-Jacobi identities and the

constraints (31) admit such superfields for every n < N and for arbitrarily large N. We

therefore have the following superspace recursion relations between sl(N) rank n and

rank (n + 1) superfields:

= ^(0,6^0) (55a)

(55b)

(55c)

,=-in+3...ila3...an) ) n>2, (55d)

where the spin ^ superfield is defined recursively by

4>i i a a — ~ V j (<» <j>{ , a a ) (56)

n

and
H,n 2 i j ( i j dB_2 = - V ? " ~ V i B + i .»i<ii...on i (57)

^j n+2

are completely determined in terms of lower spin superfields. The first two equations

in this series are given by (38) and (46) with

In the general case, the action of V£^s on (56) yields
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On adding the parts symmetric and antisymmetric in tn+2*n+3 we obtain

= 2 l[H',n + 3in + 2 ,9jn + 1 . . . ,1 (i1 . . . (in_1J — j V[t,+,(ai-in+sl'ii+i•••'i ( iJ-'>ii-i)

2n—2 (•n+s(«il—'»n+j

The relations (55) contain both dynamical as well as kinematical information. As we

have explicitly seen for the lower spin fields, the dynamical content may be extracted

by covariant differentiation of (55) and use of the constraints (31). In general, the

higher-spin superfields have equations of motion

— < * n - l

where

•A'n+2...»'lCr6i...Qn_l = * »n+2<»lV * a"V>»n+l—«l<»2—On)

"I II *a"i v »n+jaij5<PiB+i...«iQ2...QnJ "" V£»((>,—«n + 2 . . . i ,o2 . . .an-i
(61)

= * •n+2Ol*'«n+l— »lQr<*2—<*n-l •" l^«n+2<» 1 ftn+1 — «'l »l •••<in_i J

~ V 0 ( 0 ! — i n + 3 . . . i , d 2 . . j i n _ i ) i

a recursion relation for the higher spin source currents. The latter therefore allow ex-

plicit construction in an iterative fashion, starting from the known ones above and using

the relations (55) in order to determine V,n+2d1J,n+1...,lQ(ij...<>„_,. We therefore see that

the constraints (23), or equivalently (31), in virtue of the super-Jacobi identities, recur-

sively reveal an unending chain of dynamical equations for superfields of increasing spin

beginning with the spin ^ equation for Xijka- These equations moreover have the form

of the interacting Dirac-Fierz equations (11) with source currents, J,n+j...j,-ydi...an_i,

which are functionals of all fields of spin < | . Consistency of the linear equations of

motion (60) requires covariant constancy of these currents,

V ^ J i n + 2 . . , 1 ^ , . . d n _ 1 = 0 ; (62)

conditions satisfied non-trivially in virtue of lower-spin equations of motion. The equa-

tions of motion (60) have the general form

f)Onfk. . . . — 1- . . .

where the currents on the right (which are symmetric in their dotted indices) are

di vergence-free,

da(Sn+2...,ia<i1...dn_l = 0. (64)

The spin 1 current in this chain, the source Jij^ap for the spin 1 field g^iop xs precisely

the Noether current corresponding to global gauge invariance of the funtional djki (43).
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We have seen that the constraints imply not only the existence of higher-spin super-

fields but also their equations of motion. In fact, the superfield equations of motion are

not only implied by the supercurvature constraints (31), but are actually equivalent to

them. Whereas above we have assumed the constraints in order to derive the superfield

equations of motion, the former may instead be seen to arise as consequences of the

latter. This converse implication follows from the linear equations for 4>:

" ' < i = (« + 1) i i

The consistency conditions for these equations are precisely the constraint equations

(23), or equivalently (31). It is in fact sufficient to consider the first-order spin-one

superfield equations (45) and (39), for which eqs. (23) are the compatibility conditions.

Explicitly, covariantly diffentiating (39) with respect to V^ yields

= 0

in virtue of (41). Therefore, since g^op is symmetric in d,/J, (23c) follows as a com-

patibility condition for (39). Similarly, acting with the spinorial derivative on (45)

yields

+2[wn[i, [w[pU, wkn}} - [w[i3, [wWk, wl]n]}

which implies

{v^v*^,,^ = o,
a relation equivalent to the curvature constraint (23a) since g^^p is symmetric in its

spinor indices. Finally,

A\ja,Wk(i\}-2[W[ij^ka,Wl]n}}-2{\a[^^ = 0

in virtue of the Jacobi identities, so the curvature constraint (23b) follows.

3 The £>-gauge and component expansions of su-
perfields

Evaluating the superfield equations of motion of the previous section at d = 0 yields

equations of motion of the identical form for the leading component fields, with all
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fields including the connection in VQ/g being ordinary fields on M* and transforming

according to ^-independent gauge-transformations (16). Explicitly, we have

/*« = 0

V Xia = 0

*% = UKXa} (66)
o a 0

0 On O o

^-Y ^»n+2...iiai...(in = «/«n+2-i

In the previous section we demonstrated the equivalence of the supercurvature con-

straints (23) to the superfield relations (55) and the set of superfield equations of motion

(24c), (27), (30), (33) and (60). In fact we shall prove that:

The following three sets of data are pairwise equivalent, up to gauge transformations.

(i) The superconnection {AiQ, Aaa} on M**2N subject to the supercurvature con-

straints (23) (or equivalently (31)).

(ii) Superfields {Aaj},Xia,Wij,xnka,<l>in^...i,cn...6,n\2 < n < {N - 2)} on MA^2N satis-

fying the superfield relations (55), which imply the superfield equations of motion.

(Hi) The set of component fields {\ap, Xia, J,n+2...<1<il...<in;0 < n < {N - 2)} on M*

satisfying the component super self-duality equations (66).

We have already proven that from a superconnection satisfying (23), we may recur-

sively construct superfields {/Qj3,Xia,Wii,Xijka,4>in+2...iiai...an;2 <n<(N-2)} which

automatically satisfy the superfield equations of motion (24c), (27), (30), (33) and (60).

To prove the remaining equivalences, we shall closely follow the technique for such

equivalence proofs developed by Hamad et al in [13], where the equivalence between

the conventional superspace constraints and the N = 3 field equations was given. A

similar proof for the d=10 super Yang-Mills theory was given in [20]. To obtain (») or

(ii) from (tit), we need to be able to reconstruct the superfield data on M4^2N from

the leading component fields on M4; and the proof of the inverse implications requires

d- expansions of the superfield data. Both reconstruction of superfields from leading

components, as well as the t?- expansion of the latter, clearly require some gauge-fixing,

for gauge transformations of superfields have parameters depending on the coordinates

{x,d} of M4^2N, whereas the component fields have gauge transformations depending

only on the x-coordinates of M*. In order to perform $- expansions or reconstruc-

tions of the superfields we clearly need to choose a gauge for them which eliminates all
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^-dependence of their transformation parameters. Following [13, 20] we use a 'trans-

verse' gauge condition on the odd components of the superconnection which effectively

eliminates the local gauge freedom associated with the ^-coordinates, viz.

¥&Aia = 0 . (67)

This is tantamount to the requirement that the Euler operator measuring the degree of

homogeneity in the d variables is equal to its gauge covariantisation, i.e.

2> = * " ^ j = * " ? « . (68)

Contracting (22a) with dia we see that in this gauge the parameter of gauge transfor-

mations satisfies VT(X, d) = 0, and is therefore homogeneous of degree zero in the odd

variables; i.e. it is ^-independent. This gauge is therefore a suitable one in which to

perform d- expansions. The condition (67) implies no restriction on the x-dependence

of the parameters and the M* gauge transformations of the component fields therefore

remain intact.

In this gauge, the implication (u) =̂  (n't) trivially follows on evaluating all the super-

fields at d = 0.

Now, in virtue of the fact that the Euler operator V is gauge-covariant in this gauge,

we can immediately write down its action on all the superfields by contracting the

superspace relations (55) by dl&:

T>fQp = \ tf"V(o4Aw

VXia = 2 0*Ve,aWy

VWjk = ^xau
^ ( ^ l W i y , ^ ] ) (69)

~ % {\[Wi\j, Xklm\y)} ~ \[W\jk, Xtm]n)])

Further, contracting the constraints (31) by $tQ, we obtain

T)A . — _ i9' \t-'n-aa — v6,A>a i

or equivalently

[2>,Va«] = -tiiXic.

Now, since the action of the Euler operator V on any polynomial in d yields the same

polynomial with each term multiplied by its degree of ^-homogeneity, these relations
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actually determine the superfields from their leading components uniquely. In a d-

expansion, the Ar-th order terms on the left-hand sides of (69) are given by the (k — 1)-

th order terms of the superfield expressions multiplying d on the right-hand sides. These

relations therefore recursively define the superfields from their leading components; and

they do so in a unique manner. In fact the Z>-recursions (69) encode the non-dynamical

content of the relations (55); and similarly (70) contain the non-dynamical part of the

constraints (31). By repeated application of (69) and (70), the leading components may

be seen to determine the entire ^-expansion of the superfields. The leading terms are:

o , - . . o o
f I 1 Jlxotr-j \ i

of} — Ja0 ' 2 v(aaAi0) T

Wik = ^
ik

Xjkl0 = Xjkt0 + *i6(Sijkio.ii + e&e[WiU,Wki\}) ( 7 2 )

!£'•*rf"*

+ ̂ d'adn C

and in general,

_ • o

and for the superconnection components

dk6 ldk6di°

6p + e60[Wl[t,

It is easy to check that expansions (72), (73) satisfy the P-recursion relations (69)-(71);

and it is clear how higher terms may be obtained from the latter. The supersymmetry

transformations of the component fields (17) may now be obtained immediately from

the action of 8 = fj'0-^^ + r)?-^ on the non-chiral superfield fa in (21) with its chiral

superfield components fa = 2Wij,/,-o = Ajo,/O|3 having the above the expansions.
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The implication (Hi) =*• (i), that the superconnection satisfies the constraints (23)

provided that the equations of motion (66) hold for the components may now be directly

verified order by order in a d- expansion by inserting (73) in the constraints (23b) and

(23c). An inductive proof of this implication is given in the next section.

4 The equivalence between superfield equations
and component equations

In the previous sections we have obtained the proof of the implications (i) =>• (ii) => (Hi)

between our three sets of data. The chain of the inverse implications, (Hi) => (ii) => (t),

and therefore the full equivalence between the three sets, may be proven by induction

on the degree of ^-homogeneity from the zero-order (component) equations, following

the method of Hamad et al [13, 20].

The relations (69)-(71) imply the following further P-recursions:

( ^ x u f c 4 [ p , * j ] } ) (74 )

and so on. In the general case we have

~ Jin+2-.ilQ<il.-<in-l) . .

/ . . .
...an)

Since these relations are linear in d on the right, the (n + l)-st order terms on the left

are determined by the n- th order terms of the coefficients of t? on the right. So if we

assume that the superfield equations hold to order n in d, the right-hand-sides of (74),

(75) vanish up to order (n + 1). Therefore, since the homogeneity operator is positive

on the expressions above, it follows by induction that:

The superfield equations hold if the (zeroth-order) component equations (66) art satis-

fied, i.e. (Hi) =$• (ii).
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These relations also demonstrate that the entire tower of higher-spin component equa-

tions are contained in the superfield equation (33) for x»jfcd, o r equivalently in the

superfield equation (39) for <7,jW(i/3.

We may similarly prove that the D-recursions (69)-(71) imply the relations (55). The

first step of the induction follows since at zero (^-independent) order, (55) are manifestly

implied by (69)-(71). We now proceed to show that given the P-recursions (69)-(71),

the superfield relations (55) hold to order (n + 1) in «? provided they are valid to order

n.

Applying V to (55a) and using the D-recursions (69)-(71), we obtain

Therefore

(1 + X>)(V«/a/J - \V(a6Xi/3)) (to order (n + 1) )

= 2^[Wn, e60fap - [V(QJg, V/j,4]] by the inductive hypothesis

= 0 ,

in virtue of (24c), which holds to n-th order as a consequence of the inductive hypothesis.

The relation (55a) therefore follows, since (1 -I- V) is a positive-definite operator.

Similarly, applying V to (55b) and using the D-recursions (69)-(71) yields

and using the inductive hypothesis, we obtain

(1 + V)(Vi6Xja - 2Vei&Wii) (to order (n + 1) )

= 0 ,

in virtue of (33), which, to n-th order, is a consequence of the inductive hypothesis.

Now, applying V to (55c) and using the P-recursions (69)-(71) yields

The inductive hypothesis therefore implies that

(1 + V){Vi6,Wik - Xijkc.) (to order (n + 1) )

= Ji(2 [Wih Wjk] - [Wi[h Wjk]] + [Wl{i, Wjk]\)
s 0,
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yielding (55c). Note that this and the proofs of all further relations in (55) follow

from just the inductive hypothesis, whereas the proofs of (55a,b) above require the

satisfaction of the superfield equations of motion (24c) and (33) to n-th order in d.

Similarly, for the next relation, the P-recursions (69)-(71) imply that

(1 + D)(V*x>H/j - gijU6p - e^[Wib, Wkl]]) (to order (n + 1) )

Xjk,p] ~ *"* V * (gijkl6t + ^[Wib, Wuft) - *m^mi)kh6i)

< ( ' Xi«jp)l " UW[H> X«wi,]) - * jS {ixmi[jfr Wkt]] - [Wib, xfcOm^]])
= 0

if (46) is assumed to hold to order n. All remaining relations in (55) follow similarly

from the positive-definiteness of (1 -f Z>) and the fact that

(1 -f- U) yv in+2ai<Pin+i...i1aj...an ~ <Pin+i...iiai...an

-CAi(o2=.-»+a....-i63...4»)) ( t o O r d e r ( » + 1) )

= 0 by the inductive hypothesis.

We may now proceed to prove by induction that the P-recursions (69)-(71), together

with (55) to order n, imply the constraint equations (31) to order (n + 1). The zero-th

order relations are manifest in virtue of the recursion relations (70) and the definition

of the curvature fap. The rest follows by action of V on the constraints (31). Thus

Assuming (55c) to order n, we therefore have that

(2 + V) ({V«, V^} - 2cAfiWii) (to order (n + 1) ) = 0 ,

from which the first equation in (31) follows since (2 + P) is a positive operator. Simi-
larly, (69)-(71) imply that

= -[Vi6, V J - 2^V0^Wlk - V * ( { )

and assuming the validity of (55b) to order n, we have the relation

(l + V) ([V^ Vpj,] - t^\i0) (to order (n + 1) ) = 0 ,

which in turn implies the second equation in (31). Finally,

V ([V.A, V^] - c6fifa0) (to order (n + 1))

= 0
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if the equation of motion for Xia are assumed to hold to order n, since V^AJQ =

iV (^A,Q) in virtue of (27).

This completes the proof of the chain of implications (m) ^ (it) =>• (t). We have

therefore demonstrated the full equivalence between our three sets of data.

5 The conserved tensor supercurrents

Gauge-invariance of the ( 1 superfield functionals (43) yields this number of second

rank traceless (i.e. satisfying ^c^T^^^p = 0) conserved superfield tensors having

the form

Ti}kla6,00 = T f {dijklafffaP + V
o/j

A[»0X>«]<i ~ \ia^ 0c.Xjkl]0

+ \\i0^ ac,Xjk(\0 ~ \^ca\i0Xjkl]0 + le06,C0a{X[H *h)WU[ (7 6)

The Tr in these expressions denotes the gauge algebra trace. The expression (76) is in

fact the unique traceless linear combination of the three existing second rank conserved

tensors,

TijLc,,00 =

/ J ) (77)

M = Tr I {

The conservation of these tensors is a non-trivial consequence of the superfield equations

of motion. Thus, using the equation of motion (39), together with the operator identity

V ^ V ^ *£• + / ! (78)

and the cyclic property of the trace, we obtain

= Tr (-X[i0axjk(ip - 2aW{ijVp0Wkl])

= 0 in virtue of (33) and (34).

Similarly,

T r

0
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also in virtue of (33) and (34). Finally (78) and the further operator identity

V ^ V ^ V ^ = 2V^D + 2JJ V ^ (79)

implies that

= 0 in virtue of (30).

The gauge-invariant tensors (77) have conserved superpartners. The lower rank con-

served spin-tensors are

= Tr {2faPXijka ~ Vaa\t0W}k] + X[iPVailW}k] - 2\[iaV(,&Wjk])

ijklmQa,0 = T rTij

+2e^Wib[\ka,Wlm]])

= T r (V

= Tr {niaXjkia + *\jcXkt]ia + 2Va6W,bWk(\ - 2Wi[}Vo6Wkl]) .

All these tensors satisfy the conservation law

in virtue of the equations of motion, for instance,

da6Tijklaa = Tr VoA (ZKcXjkia + XyaXki)* + 2Va6WibWkl] - 2Wi

= Tr (Uia[\frWkl] + 2\lJa{\?k,W(li} + \?[\ba,Wkl}

+2{X°,\bQ}Wk[] - 2Wib{\t,Xt]Q})
= 0 .

These may be used to couple N > 4 self-dual gauge theories to gravity and supergravity,

whereas there are no appropriate conservation laws for such couplings of TV < 3 self-dual

theories.

6 Concluding remarks

We have demonstrated that the self-dual Yang-Mills equations afford supersymmetrisa-

tion beyond the conventionally 'maximal' N = 4 extension and thus yield non-trivial
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four-dimensional Lorentz covariant systems of equations invariant under N-extended

rigid Poincare supersymmetry for arbitrary values of N.

The self-duality constraints for the supercurvature have been shown to imply the ex-

istence of superfields of arbitrarily high spin and we have also demonstrated the com-

plete equivalence of these constraints to the component equations of motion, which for

N > 4 provide possibly the unique consistently coupled realisations of the zero rest-

mass Dirac-Fierz equations for arbitrary spin fields. The consistency of our systems is

actually a consequence of the matreoshka phenomenon: the N-extended system nestles

within the (N + l)-extended system completely intact. The extra fields of the latter

have interactions governed by a source current which depends only on lower spin fields

and which does not require modification on further supersymmetrisation.

We have further demonstrated that the N > 4 systems of equations imply the conser-

vation of a stress tensor, and supersymmetric generalisations. They may therefore be

coupled nontrivially to the Einstein equations and to supergravity. This is unlike the

N < 3 self-dual Yang-Mills theories, which have no appropriate stress-like tensors.

Our N = 5 theory, moreover, is probably the unique supersymmetric theory in which

a spin | field is coupled to a vector field, without requiring a spin 2 coupling as well

for consistency [21]. However, our systems also allow locally supersymmetric general-

isations, i.e. arbitrary-AT self-dual supergravities. These have spin 1, spin | and spin

2 gauge-invariances, as well as both Yang-Mills and gravitational coupling constants.

In chiral superspace these arbitrarily extended self-dual supergravity equations take

the form (23) as well, with the covariant derivatives being generally covariant ones

in chiral superspace [22]. The systematic unravelling of these constraints requires a

generalisation of the procedure presented in this paper. The appropriate generalisa-

tion of the P-gauge, which eliminates all d- dependence of diffeomorphism as well as

gauge-transformation parameters has been discussed by us in [23].

Our super self-dual systems provide an infinitely large enhancement of an already rich

class of conformally invariant exactly soluble systems in four dimensions (the N = 0

self-duality equations), a supersymmetric version of the twistor transform providing a

method of constructing explicit solutions [12,19]. In view of recent discussions about the

centrality of the self-dual Yang-Mills equations and their twistor transform in the theory

of integrable systems (e.g. [24]), the significance of these extensions seems obvious.

Reductions are likely to yield all possible integrable couplings of the lower dimensional

systems hitherto found to descend from the self-dual Yang-Mills equations. Our systems

indeed provide a non-trivial self-dual Yang-Mills hierarchy of integrable systems. It

seems likely that the recently discussed large-N extensions of the KdV equations [25]

are reductions of our systems.
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In memoriam V. I. Ogievetsky (1928 - 1996)

Victor Isaakovich Ogievetsky died on 23rd March, 1996. The work reported in this paper

was largely completed in the autumn of 1995 and Victor Isaakovich worked courageously

and with unfailing enthusiasm on this text during the difficult last months of his life.

The memory of an imaginative physicist, an inspiring teacher and a generous soul will

always endure.
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